Place to write sample code

https://jsfiddle.net/
Vanilla JavaScript

Interacts with the DOM

jQuery
Lodash

Libraries

Moment.js, ...
Interact with the DOM, plus do
many other things
VueJS
Frameworks

ReactJS
Angular
He so freely operates with data - it
seems it is all single thread!

1. Getting Started

But what if user hits button and
some time (or another) event occurs
at the same time and we will be
changing data?

Is is all single threaded?

Maybe all events be ordered into
single thread?

Minify, optimise, bundle, enable features
Creates one bundle from many js code files
Allow to transform code (using Babel)

Bundler

Webpack

Build Tools

Allows to optimise (minify) code
ES6 -> ES5

Transpiler

Babel

ES5
ES6

Versions of JavaScript

TS
Still some pages can include java
script to not always reload the page
from scratch - e.g. filters, etc

Multi-page app

Fullstack Applications

Server can be simple static server it sends only one single page!
Can be part of multi-page application

Single-Page-Applications

2. Understanding JavasScript Frameworks in General

{{ name }}

Is replaced with value inside curly brackets

During runtime it is very inefficient!
This could be precomputed at
compile time!

But is it done during runtime? Or
compile time?
What will search engine bot see? {{}}?

Cannot refer to standard Js function
v-on::click="changeName"

Need to refer method of Vue app

v-if="name == 'Max'"
v-for="element in elements"
Because we cannot use {{}} syntax in attributes

v-bind:id="'el' + element"

Why we put actual function call
here, while v-on has function
reference?

v-bind:style="{ backgroundColor:
getColor(element) }"

Will apply ".updated" class if
condition is true

v-bind:class="{ updated:
name=='Max' }"

Reusable component

<app-username></app-username>

html-tag name
data
template
Vue.component('app-username', { ... } )

function that returns object
string with HTML
Array of property names

java script object similar to vue app
props

3. Vue.js - An Introduction

v-bind:prop_name=""
We can dynamically set values from outside

methods

Angular-Reactjs-Vuejs Quickstart Comparison

All lowercase!

Can emit component's events
v-model="message"
brew install npm
npm install -g vue-cli

NPM

vue init webpack-simple <app-name>
Template
Vue files

Can import other components internally

Script

Can be scoped

Style

const routes = [...]
Each page is also a component
Vue.use(VuewRouter)

<router-view>
<router-link>
To have standard web paths - not after "#"

Router mode="history"
https://jsfiddle.net/smax/
pmga0360/

Will redownload all dependencies

npm install

Node.js is needed for development
to give us files over HTTP protocol

Using package.json

So, all links like "/blog" will work

Entry

4. Understanding Workflows & Webpack

Output
webpack.config.js

Rules
Plugins

ReactDOM.render()
In React we write all HTML inside JavaScript
{ name }
Need to call render after each
change of variables
Can be used as parameter to
render(<App />)
function App that returns HTML

Can have props
Implements render()

Can use this.props
super(props)

Implements constructor(props)
class App extends React.Component
changeName() with this.setState( { name: 'Anna'} )

5. React.js - An Introduction

onClick={this.changeName.bind(this)}
They can raise events to parent by
passing handler that should be
called

dumb components (immutable that use only externally set props)
can be implemented as function
For some reason it is important to
keep state's variables immutable and if need to change it - new
variable instance is created. I.e.
copy of lists, etc.
Route
Router

Link

https://jsfiddle.net/smax/dfsyg7g9/
Everything is java script
Not good for multi-page full stack apps
TypeScript

Strong types for all vars

npm install -g @angular/cli
ng new <app-name>
ng serve
{{ name }}
*ngIf
* - for structural changes

*ngFor

[id] = "'element'+el"

6. Angular - An Introduction
[] - for binding

[ngStyle]="{backgroundColor:
getColor(el)}"
[ngStyle] = "{ updated: name != 'Max' }"
Why using {{ }} is not enough?

import { Component, Input, Output,
EventEmitter} from '@angular/core'
[(ngModel)]="message"
RouterModule.forRoot(appRoutes)
<router-outlet></router-outlet>
routerLink = "/blog"

7. Comparing the Frameworks
8. Course Roundup

this.state = { ... }

It will call render()

Can implement v-on

